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A Glimpse into 2018 Interiors

No one can believe it but it happens the same way every
year. Time flies. So fast our heads are spinning
They say it's because we are so busy. Days are chock full of
stuff to do. Which makes sense. What did we do with all our
time when we were kids that made Christmas to Christmas
seem like forever? Nothing but eat, sleep, play, chores and
homework.

I would love more
design ideas!

fig 2 Harvest Gold Trend posted by pouted

Now what are we doing? The job, after school athletic
programs, Girl Scouts/Boy Scouts/ BoyGirl Scouts. Keeping a
house, being neighborly, the garden, cooking or planning
three meals a day. Blogging, Facebook, Maintaining our
Wardrobe, Washing the cars, Fixing the cars, Paying taxes,
Going to meetings, and the book club!
I've looked at 2018 trends and they say a lot but basically it's
all hype. The only thing new is that old is coming back. They
say that avocado green and harvest gold are making a
comeback! (fig 2)

fig 3 posted by pouted

That metals are still popular, (fig 3) Brass in fact. I don't know
where it went. It must be that I'm not trendy, never have
been. Always relied on the classics and or what you love.
How can you go wrong? But would I ever recommend an
avocado fridge? I don't think so.

fig 4 by geometric wallpaper trends by
pantone

We have talked about geometric wallpaper before haven't
we? (fig 4) Yes I know we have and here it is! Wallpaper is
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fig 5posted by pouted

Black and white has long been classic. Classic enough
to still get mentioned as trending.

(fig 5)

Notice the shag

rug above. Another ancient that has made a marvelous
comeback!
They even have the color of the year! Can you believe
it? I cannot. Is this the earliest ever or am I finally on
top of things? I don't know.

fig 7 by BM Color of the Year - Caliente

If this red

(fig 7)

doesn't make you happy what does?

Maybe Sherwin Williams Color of year, Oceanside.
8)

(fig

Is this not a beautiful example of productive

competitiveness? Tomato - Tomata
Both are bright, strong and intense. Both are
showstoppers.

fig 8 by SW Oceanside

There are a lot more 'trends' to share. The only thing
that knocked me outa my chair was the avocado and
harvest gold.
I believe technology is where it's impossible to be
ahead or on your game. Let's talk about that another
Thursday.

Lynda

visit my Blog Thursdays, Saturdays & Tuesdays

see more trends and more classics
Please forward to all those who love classics.
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